Web Service Recommendation Based on Word Embedding and Node Embedding
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Thanks to the rapid development of service-oriented computing (SOC) technologies, the number of Web services, such as Web API, is increasing rapidly. However, this brings some difficulties for mashup (a kind of Web API composition) developers to choose appropriate Web Services to build their projects. Finding required Web APIs from a large number of candidates and recommending them to developers has become a vital issue in mashup development. The traditional collaborative filtering algorithm has the problems of cold start and sparse data. In order to solve the deficiency of the collaborative filtering algorithm, we propose an improved hybrid method that combines the two kinds of information to generate word embedding and node embedding, avoiding the cold start problem and data sparsity problem. Experiments on real-world data sets show that our proposed approach is better than five state-of-the-art approaches, which verifies the effectiveness of our approach.

1. Introduction

Web APIs are web applications that can provide some services. In recent years, with the rise of Web APIs, more and more developers tend to use Web APIs to develop new web applications [1]. The use of Web APIs enhances software reusability, reduces the development cost, and improves the software quality and development efficiency based on shortening the development cycle [2]. Therefore, the number of developers using Web APIs is increasing rapidly [3]. Correspondingly, a large number of Web APIs have emerged on the Internet in recent years. At present, the number of APIs recorded on ProgrammableWeb exceeds 18,000 [4] and continues to be growing rapidly. How to quickly recommend the one that meets user needs among a large number of Web APIs has become a difficult problem when developing Web APIs composition [5]. With the increasing complexity of software functions, the requirements for Web APIs are becoming higher and higher. The Web APIs used by each module need to be carefully screened.

At present, mashup (a kind of Web API composition) developers have limited tools to use. ProgrammableWeb provides a search service based on keyword matching [6]. Due to the limited number of keywords and little information available, the recommendation list provided by this service is always incomplete, and some high-quality APIs are often not recommended [7]. Some approaches based on collaborative filtering were proposed [6–10]. These approaches simply rely on the historical invocation information of mashups. Because the newly developed mashup does not have historical invocation information, these approaches have the problem of a cold start. What’s more, a mashup only invokes a few APIs [11]. This is a problem for those collaborative filtering approaches because the effectiveness of collaborative filtering is built on finding similarities among a lot of users. When users are few, the effectiveness of collaborative filtering is poor. That is called the problem of sparse data.

Sparse data and cold start are two major problems in the field of service recommendation. We propose an approach called WMD-NV to try to solve these two problems. To address the cold start problem, some approaches extract the functional information of APIs or mashups (often by processing the description texts) and recommend APIs by comparing the similarity of functions. Due to the complexity of mashups and API functions, it is difficult to ensure the
accuracy of the extracted information, which makes it difficult for these approaches to improve the accuracy. Besides, to address the problem of sparse data, some approaches based on matrix decomposition are proposed [12, 13]. These approaches mainly deal with the historical invocation information between mashups and APIs [14]. However, matrix decomposition is not designed for those sparse matrices. It is difficult to decompose a matrix with several nonzero numbers and hundreds of zeros [15]. The decomposed feature vectors are likely to be filled with zeros and thus have little value.

A hybrid algorithm based on multiple interactions is proposed in [16]. They use the interaction information of different domains to solve the problems of cold start and sparse data. At the same time, combined with the idea of collaborative filtering, they can efficiently recommend high-quality Web APIs to users in need. Inspired by their ideas, we get word embedding and node embedding of mashups and Web APIs by processing the text description information and interaction information of mashups and Web APIs. We combine these two different domains of embeddings and use the idea of collaborative filtering to filter similar mashups. We call these similar mashups neighbor mashups of target mashups. For the target mashup, we will recommend those Web APIs that are used more by neighbor mashups.

Our approach not only inherits the performance and advantages of the collaborative filtering algorithm but also solves the problems of data sparsity and the cold start of the collaborative filtering algorithm. First, we obtain the neighbor mashups of the target mashup according to word embedding and then obtain node embedding according to the interaction information between the mashup and the Web API. For node embedding, each embedding contains the interaction information between a mashup with all Web APIs. According to the neighbor mashups, we select the appropriate node embeddings and combine them by weight to get a composite node embedding. In this way, we obtain an alternative list of APIs, which is implicitly contained in the composite node embedding. Because we introduce weight when generating composite node embedding, the APIs used by the most similar mashups will get a higher score. In addition, the most popular APIs (which usually means that the API is of higher quality) will also receive higher scores. By using neighbor mashups, we avoid the problem of data sparsity. Since each mashup can easily obtain a text description (even if there is no one, it can take a few minutes to write one), our method does not have the problem of a cold start.

Our main contributions are as follows:

(i) We propose a Web Service recommendation approach, WMD-NV. Combining word embedding with node embedding, it solves the problems of sparse data and cold start well. It also makes good use of historical invocation information to recommend high-quality Web Services.

(ii) We experimented with our approach in a real-world data set containing more than 18,000 APIs and more than 7,000 mashups and the invocation history of mashups. Our replication package is publicly available online via https://github.com/lihang17/wmd-nv.

The result shows the validity of our approach compared to several existing approaches. In some cases, the performance of our approach is superior to the state of the art.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work of Web Service recommendation. Section 3 defines the problem. In Section 4, we will describe the proposed approach in detail and the experiments we have done will be discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we will discuss some existing Web Service recommendation approaches. So far, a lot of work has been proposed. Many approaches are based on the text information of mashups or APIs and recommend APIs by calculating the similarity of texts [17, 18]. These approaches are generally called content-based approaches. In addition, some approaches recommend APIs based on functions. These approaches hope to obtain the functional information of mashups and APIs in various ways, such as analyzing the description information [19] and then recommending the corresponding APIs to mashups with similar functions [20]. Other approaches combine several algorithms, which are called hybrid approaches. Most of these approaches use the idea of collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering mainly depends on the user’s historical invocation information when recommending, in which a variety of historical data may be used to judge the similarity between users or items. In addition, technologies in many fields are used to enhance the accuracy of recommendation results, such as NLP, deep learning, and knowledge graph.

Content-based approaches mainly use text information of mashups or APIs to recommend APIs. The text information includes the description texts and keywords of mashups and APIs. The authors of [21, 22] proposed a keyword match approach, which calculates the similarity between APIs according to keywords for the recommendation. Due to less information that can be used and no semantic information in keywords, these approaches cannot meet the needs of users well. The authors of [23–25] add semantic information to their approach. They use explicit semantics to improve the accuracy of their approaches. These approaches use manual work to enrich API’s description to improve search performance, which overcomes the limitations of the former approach to some extent. However, adding semantics manually brings some defects. For example, it is difficult to expand the scale of the data set, and the effect of the model is largely affected by human beings, and the effect is unstable. Therefore, some approaches based on the topic model have been proposed. For each piece of text information, after extracting the topic, the similarity between the texts is calculated. To a certain extent, these approaches work well. They can extract the similarity between Web APIs relatively accurately. However, the recommendation system should also consider the quality of
Web APIs. It is difficult to compare the quality of Web APIs with the topic model alone. In addition, the topic model requires a lot of data training, so it is not suitable for short texts such as text descriptions. Additionally, some interesting approaches are proposed. Risaralda et al. [26] proposed an approach based on Variational Autoencoders for syntactic Web Service discovery. It outperforms those based on traditional dimensionality reduction techniques. In [27, 28], Web Service is treated as an active user. In this way, they incorporated social networking into Web Service discovery and got interesting results.

Some early function-based approaches used keyword search to match the API profile. This approach is difficult to find the real same type of APIs. Therefore, many works want to add some semantic information manually to improve the effectiveness of the model, and many semantics-based recommendation algorithms have been proposed. The articles [29–31] leveraged domain ontology or dictionaries to enrich the semantics of descriptions of both APIs and user requests and adopted logic-based reasoning for semantic similarity calculation. However, as mentioned earlier, adding manual work will lead to the fact that the model cannot be applied to a large data set, and the effect is also affected by human beings, resulting in instability of the approach. In addition, some work uses machine learning and data mining technology [32] combines keywords and semantic approaches to form the preferences of each user and then recommends APIs according to these preferences. The article [33] targets intentional requests and domain service goals are extracted from the description information. The article [34] proposed an approach based on function and coinvocation. Because these approaches need to extract functional features from texts or other information, some problems arise, such as the low accuracy of extracted functions. These theories are difficult to tell whether the information extracted from the materials is complete [35], resulting in unstable model effectiveness.

In addition, some works have proposed hybrid approaches using multiple algorithms [36]. In [6], description texts and interaction information are used. They calculate the similarity between texts and between interaction information to obtain a candidate APIs list through the idea of collaborative filtering. Like other collaborative filtering approaches, it also has the problem of a cold start. Chen et al. proposed a hybrid approach based on the topic model and knowledge graph in [14]. This approach uses the topic model to calculate the similarity between mashups and then combines it with a knowledge graph to recommend APIs. As mentioned earlier, LDA [37], as a topic model, has considerable randomness [38] and does not perform well when dealing with short texts. Moreover, this approach only calculates the weighted sum of scores of the two models as the result. It is difficult to say whether this kind of combination method improves the effect of the whole approach [39]. The article [16] uses three types of interactions between mashups and APIs. First, it uses a deep neural network to learn the features in the description texts. And then, it also uses node2vec [40] to deal with the invocation matrix between mashups and APIs. Finally, the method of combining the two models is to use MLP, a deep learning model. Deep learning can automatically extract complex features from data. Our approach also uses MLP to get the final score. In fact, utilizing the information enclosed in the topological structure has been widely applied in the field of software engineering [2, 20, 41, 42].

3. Problem Statement

Before presenting our approach, we will elaborate on the definition of the problem in this paper.

When a developer wants to develop a new mashup, he can first describe the functions of the mashup accurately in text. So, based on the text, we can recommend some APIs commonly used in other mashups of the same type to the developer. The specific process is, according to this description text, we can find some similar mashups, which probably use the same APIs. And then, we can recommend some popular APIs that these mashups used.

More formally, we have a mashup collection \( A \) and an API collection \( B \). For the interaction relationship between \( A \) and \( B \), we use matrix \( Y \) to represent, where \( |Y| = |A| \times |B| \).

The interaction matrix \( Y \) stores the interaction information between mashups and APIs. For a mashup \( m \) and an API \( s \), \( Y_{m,s} = 1 \) means mashup \( m \) invokes API \( s \), or \( Y_{m,s} = 0 \) means mashup \( m \) does not invoke API \( s \). In addition, we have all the description information of mashups composed of structured texts, and they are combined into a set. When giving a target mashup \( m \), our goal is to accurately find \( k \) possible APIs which target mashup \( m \) may invoke for developers.

In particular, our model is mainly for those mashups under development. For each mashup under development, the model will give a list of APIs that the mashup may use next.

4. Proposed Approach: WMD-NV

In this section, we will first introduce the whole framework and then describe several components in detail. Finally, the approach will be presented completely.

4.1. Framework. The framework of our approach is shown in Figure 1. In WMD-NV, there are mainly two modules, one is WMD (Word Mover’s Distance) [43, 44] module and the other is the node2vec module.

We use the WMD module to process the description texts, and the interaction matrix is used as the input of node2vec. WMD module learns the potential relationship between mashups in description texts. The output of the WMD module is the similarity between mashups. We will keep this similarity for the next step. After that, node2vec will deal with the information in the interaction matrix, which contains the features of mashups and APIs, as well as the potential relationship between mashups and APIs. Node2vec can learn these features and embed them into low-dimensional space. As a result, we will get the feature vectors of these mashups and APIs. According to the similarity between mashups, we will select 50 feature vectors of neighbor mashups that are similar to the target mashup \( m \).
from all feature vectors. The weighted sum of the 50 neighbor mashups’ feature vectors with the target mashup’s feature vector, 51 features vectors in total, is calculated as the weighted representation of the target mashup \( m \). The weights are calculated according to their similarity. And we will normalize the result to ensure that the result will not get bigger. The weight of the target mashup \( m \) is higher than that of other mashups, but its weight advantage is not prominent. Relatively speaking, the weight of 50 mashups is relatively average. Through this operation, the feature vectors of the 51 mashups can be superimposed on one vector, so that their relationships with different APIs are added to the final vector representation. This operation can be regarded as that we have obtained a series of candidate APIs, but these APIs are saved in the form of vectors. It is worth noting that these APIs have been invoked by mashups similar to the target mashup, and the target mashup will use these APIs with a high probability. In addition, we also obtained the feature vectors of all APIs through node2vec. Finally, we send the generated mashup representation and API feature vector into a 6-layer MLP to get the final score. In this way, we naturally integrate the text information of mashups and the invocation information in the interaction matrix, so that the approach can make more accurate judgments with more information.

Therefore, the final approach will have three components, which are composed of the WMD module, node2vec module, and MLP module. After the WMD module extracts the similarity information from the texts, node2vec extracts the invocation information. The results of the two modules are combined in the way of the weighted sum. Finally, MLP will process the weighted sum and give the score of each API.

4.2. Word Embedding. In [15], Mikolov et al. proposed word2vec. This new word embedding program can learn the features of words in texts and generate its vector representation through a neural network structure called skip-gram. This approach with a simple structure has amazing efficiency. It can learn a large number of corpora and obtain their word vectors in a relatively short time. The learning of word vectors is unsupervised, so you can choose to train the word vector yourself or use the word vector pretrained.

Suppose we have a word embedding matrix \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times n} \), which stores \( n \) d-dimensional word vectors. For a given word embedding, we can perform many operations mathematically. For example, vec(Japan) − vec(sushi) + vec(Germany) ≈ vec(bratwurst). Similarly, we can calculate the similarity between each word vector. This similarity is the Euclidean distance calculated directly from word2vec embedding space, and its formula is

\[
    c(i, t) = \frac{c_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} c_j},
\]

where \( d_i \) is an nBOW vector naturally very sparse as most words will not appear in any given document.

WMD is based on these pretrained word embedding sets, not only word2vec but also other word embedding approaches. For a given word embedding, we can perform many operations mathematically. For example, vec(Japan) − vec(sushi) + vec(Germany) ≈ vec(bratwurst). Similarly, we can calculate the similarity between each word vector. This similarity is the Euclidean distance calculated directly from word2vec embedding space, and its formula is

\[
    c(i, t) = \|x_i - x_t\|_2,
\]

where \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \) is the \( i \)th column of \( D \).
WMD compares the word embeddings in two documents and calculates the similarity between them. First, WMD allows some or all words in document $d$ to be transferred to any word in another document $d'$. We take $T \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ to represent this process of transfer, where $T_{ij} \geq 0$ denotes how much of word $i$ in $d$ travels to word $j$ in $d'$. To transform $d$ entirely into $d'$ we ensure that the entire outgoing flow from word $i$ equals $d_i$, i.e., $\sum_j T_{ij} = d_i$. Further, the amount of incoming flow to word $j$ must match $d'_j$, i.e., $\sum_i T_{ij} = d'_j$. Finally, we can define the distance between the two documents as the minimum (weighted) cumulative cost required to move all words from $d$ to $d'$ as follows:

$$\min \sum_{i,j=1}^n T_{ij}c(i,j). \quad (3)$$

Then, we can get the distance (similarity) between $d$ and $d'$. Figure 2 visualizes the process of the comparison of two sentences $D_1$ and $D_2$ to the query sentence $D_0$.

For any given mashup description text, we send it into the trained WMD model, which will calculate the similarity $\text{Sim}_{m,n}$ between the target mashup $m$ and another mashup $n$. We will select the $k$ mashups with the closest distance. These mashups and the similarity between them will be used in the next module.

4.3. Node Embedding. This module is based on an algorithm, node2vec [40], which can learn the continuous feature representation of nodes in the graph. The input of this module is an interaction matrix representing the interaction relationship between mashups and APIs (which can be regarded as an undirected graph).

4.3.1. Random Walk. When a drop of ink enters the water, only part of the water is dyed at first. However, soon the whole glass of water will be stained with the color of ink. This is because the molecules in the ink are moving irregularly, causing the molecules to slowly diffuse into the surrounding water molecules. Not only the molecules in ink but also water molecules, like any other molecules, will constantly impact in a random direction to a certain extent. This phenomenon is called Brownian motion in the field of physics. Inspired by this phenomenon, a random walk algorithm is created. And it describes the ideal mathematical state of Brownian motion.

The one-dimensional random walk algorithm holds that at a certain time $t$, the probability of the walker walking forward is $p$, and the probability of walking backward is $1-p$. For every moment, there is such a probability $p$; then for any moment $n$, its position $L_n$ can be expressed as

$$L_n = x + X_1 + \cdots + X_n, \quad (4)$$

where $x$, $X_1$, $\ldots$, $X_n$ are independent random variables, which meet

$$P(X_1 = 1) = p = 1 - P(X_1 = -1). \quad (5)$$

Now, the random walk algorithm has been successfully applied to physics, economy, chemistry, and other fields.

4.3.2. Node2vec. Node2vec adopts the strategy of a random walk algorithm to generate multiple neighbor node subsets for each node in the graph and then combines the idea of the word2vec algorithm to transform these subsets into feature vectors. The subset is regarded as a document, and the node in it is regarded as a word. As a result, we get feature vectors of all nodes. Compared with the DNN approach, there is no need to mark the data manually, so node2vec has the characteristics of high efficiency and easy training, and the effect is quite good. The probability formula of the random sampling of node2vec is

$$P(c_t = x|c_{t-1} = v) = \begin{cases} \frac{n_{vx}}{Z}, & \text{if } (v, x) \in E, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases} \quad (6)$$

where $t$ is the previous sampling point, $v$ is the current node, and $x$ is the next sampling point.

For each node in the graph, first, node2vec will find $r$ random walks for each node in the graph. For each walk starting from the starting node $u$, if the node $t$ has just been sampled, in other words, passes through the edge $(t, v)$, it now stays on node $v$. The random walk algorithm is to solve which position of the next node $x$ will be. Node2vec algorithm defines a unique probability distribution to define the transfer probability of node transfer to different neighbor nodes:

$$\alpha_{pq}(t, x) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{p}, & \text{if } d_{tx} = 0, \\ \frac{1}{q}, & \text{if } d_{tx} = 2. \end{cases} \quad (7)$$
For this probability distribution, if \( x \) is equal to \( t \), that is, the next point to go is the previous node, then the sampling probability of this node is \( 1/p \). If \( t \) is connected to \( x \), the probability of sampling \( x \) is \( 1 \). If \( t \) is not connected to \( x \), the sampling probability of \( x \) is \( 1/q \). The two parameters \( p \) and \( q \) control how fast the walk explores and leaves the neighborhood of starting node \( u \). Figure 3 shows this probability distribution.

Return parameter \( p \): if \( p > \max(q,1) \), the sampling will not return as much as possible, that is, the probability of sampling nodes that have been sampled is low, while the probability of sampling nodes that have not been sampled increases. If \( p > \min(p,1) \), the sampling will tend to return to the previous node, so the walk will turn several nodes around the initial node \( u \).

Access parameter \( q \): if \( q > 1 \), the sampling will tend to run between nodes around the starting point, reflecting the BFS (Breadth First Search) characteristics of the initial node. If \( q < 1 \), the swimming will tend to run away from the initial node, reflecting the DFS (Deep First Search) characteristics of the initial node \( u \).

When \( q = 1 \) and \( p = 1 \), the walk mode is equivalent to the random walk in DeepWalk [45].

Generally, node2vec will generate \( r \) random walks for each mashup, all of which will be regarded as documents, and the nodes in each set of walks will be regarded as words. And then according to the idea of word2vec, SGD is used for training to obtain the feature vector \( V_i \) of the \( i \)-th mashup. At the same time, the model will generate the feature vector \( V_s \) of input Web API \( s \).

In node2vec, we learn the mapping from nodes to low dimensional feature space, which maximizes the possibility of preserving the interaction information. As a result, we get the feature vector of each mashup and each API.

**4.4. Aggregator.** The function of the integration module is to give the final score according to the similarity obtained by the WMD module and the feature vectors obtained by the node2vec module. Our approach is to select the \( k \) neighbor mashups with the highest similarity and calculate the weighted sum of their feature vectors. The weight of each mashup is according to the similarity. In this way, we get a composite feature vector, which contains multiple interaction features of multiple mashups. The composite feature vector \( V'_m \) is as follows:

\[
V'_m = \sum_{n=1}^{m} \frac{V_n Sim_{m,n}}{\sum_{n=1}^{m} Sim_{m,n}}
\]

4.5. Offline Model Learning. Since the goal of our approach is to predict the score of a Web API over a mashup, each training sample as an input to WMD-NV consists of a mashup and a Web API. A positive sample (labeled as 1) is composed of a mashup and its component service, while a negative sample (labeled as 0) is a pair of a mashup and an irrelevant service without actual invocations.

The predicted score of WMD-NV should be approximately 1 for positive samples and 0 for negative samples. The likelihood function is defined as

\[
P(Y^+, Y^- | \Theta) = \prod_{(m,s) \in Y^+} R_{m,s} \prod_{(m,s) \in Y^-} (1 - R_{m,s}),
\]

where \( R_{m,s} \) is the predicted rating of Web API \( s \) over mashup \( m \). \( \Theta \) is the parameter set \( Y^+ \) represents a set of positive samples, and \( Y^- \) denotes a set of negative ones.

Maximizing the likelihood probability of (17) is equivalent to minimizing the loss function described as follows:

\[
J = -\sum_{(m,s) \in Y^+ \cup Y^-} \left( r_{m,s} \log R_{m,s} + (1 - r_{m,s}) \log (1 - \log R_{m,s}) \right),
\]

where \( r_{m,s} \) denotes the label (0 or 1) of a sample that consists of \( m \) and \( s \).

Then, we use the well-known optimization algorithm Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) to minimize the loss function of our model. Adam is an extension of the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and has been widely used in deep learning applications.
most important and extensive source of information when API-related statistics are included in various news, conferences, white papers, and various studies. All data comes from ProgrammableWeb. The whole data set has 18,536 APIs and 7,876 mashups. After the certain screening, such as removing APIs without invocation information and mashups without text description, our data set finally left 7754 mashups and 1602 APIs, all of which have a description text. Another important data is the interaction matrix between mashups and APIs.

For the test set, we select all mashups that invoke three APIs as the test set. The test set contains 767 mashups and 179 APIs. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach, we randomly eliminated one of the three APIs, and the remaining two APIs were used as the basis for the recommendation. Finally, if the deleted API appears in the top-N of the recommendation list, the recommendation is considered valid.

5.2. Evaluation Metrics. In the experiment, we used the widely used Precision@N, Recall@N, and F1@N to evaluate the effect of our approach and baselines. We will introduce these indicators, respectively, as follows.

(i) Precision@N: precision indicates the proportion of items related to the user in all items recommended to the user. Precision@N is a very popular indicator in the field of recommendation, indicating the precision of the top-N items recommended. It not only reflects the accuracy requirements of the recommendation system but also reflects the importance of rank. The calculation approach is as follows:

\[
\text{Precision@N} = \frac{|[\text{Real APIs}] \cap [\text{Recommend APIs}]|}{N}
\]  

(ii) Recall@N: it indicates the proportion of marked items listed in the top-N recommendation list. Ditto, Recall@N also takes into account the importance of rank. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
\text{Recall@N} = \frac{|[\text{Real APIs}] \cap [\text{Recommend APIs}]|}{|\text{Real APIs}|}.
\]  

(iii) F1@N: its calculation is based on accuracy and recall. For both indicators, F1 can be regarded as a weighted average, which is often regarded as an important indicator of the recommendation system. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
\text{F1@N} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision@N} \times \text{Recall@N}}{\text{Precision@N} + \text{Recall@N}}.
\]

(iv) MAP@N: Mean Average Precision (MAP) is computed by considering the performance of precision at all positions of the top-N item list. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
\text{MAP@N} = \frac{1}{|M|} \sum_{m \in M} \frac{1}{N_m} \sum_{i=1}^{N_m} \left( \frac{N_i}{1} \times I(i) \right),
\]

where \(I(i)\) indicates whether service at the position \(i\) in the ranking list is an actual component service of \(m\), \(N_m\) is the number of component services of \(m\), and \(N_i\) denotes the number of actual component services of \(m\) that occurred in the top \(i\) services of the ranking list.

(v) NDCG@N: normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) is a standard measure of ranking quality, considering the graded relevance among positive and negative items within the top-N of the ranking list. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
\text{NDCG@N} = \frac{1}{|M|} \sum_{m \in M} \frac{1}{S_m} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{2^{I(i)} - 1}{\log_2(1 + i)},
\]

where \(S_m\) represents the ideal maximum DCG score that can be achieved for \(m\).

5.3. Baselines. We compare our approach with some of the best existing approaches. Because our approach uses description texts and invocation information, we choose the same approaches based on this information, such as function-based recommendation and content-based recommendation. Several algorithms use the idea of collaborative filtering.

(i) Function-based recommendation (FBR): this approach expects to find information in the description texts and extract the functions of APIs. When recommending, it always recommends APIs with similar functions to users. In this approach, some tools are used to extract verbs and objects in the description texts, all of which are grouped into a functional set. Finally, through these sets, the API similarity is calculated, and the API is recommended on this basis.

(ii) API-based recommendation through LDA (ABR-LDA): this approach uses the LDA algorithm to model the description information of API. LDA algorithm will extract the topic probability distribution in the description information and calculate the similarity between APIs based on this topic information. Finally, the API set with the highest similarity with the target API is recommended to users.

(iii) Mashup-based recommendation through function (MBRF): this approach uses the same tool as approach 1 to extract the function information in the description texts of mashups, calculate the similarity between mashups based on this, and finally recommend the API used by similar mashups for the target mashup.

(iv) Mashup-based recommendation through VSM (MBR-VSM): this approach uses the VSM (Vector
Space Model) algorithm to reduce the dimension of mashup semantic description information to multidimensional vector. Using these vectors, the similarity between mashups is obtained. Finally, the APIs used by the \( k \) neighbor mashups with the highest similarity will be recommended to the target mashup.

(v) Multiplex interaction-oriented service recommendation (MISR): this approach merges three types of interactions between Web Services and mashups into a deep neural network. It uses powerful representation learning abilities provided by deep learning to extract hidden structures and features from various types of interactions between mashups and services [16].

5.4. Parameter Settings. For the word vector used in the WMD module, because we use the Google news word vector pretrained word embedding set published by Google, its word vector dimension is 300. In node2vec, the dimension of the node vector is set to 25, the number of walks per node is 16, the length of each walk is 80, parameter \( p \) is 1, and \( q \) is also 1, and most of the parameter settings follow [16]. After generating the node vector, we use a 6-layer MLP network to extract features from the mashup representation vector and API representation vector; by this way, we can combine two kinds of feature vectors. The numbers of units in six layers were set to 200, 100, 50, 25, 100, and 50, respectively. The activation function we use is ReLU. During training, the learning rate is 0.0003. These parameters are also totally used by reference papers, and only some optimization of the parameter is carried out when necessary.

5.5. Performance Comparison. Figure 4 shows the performance of all baselines and our approaches to the three indicators. In all cases, our WMD-NV is superior to the several state-of-the-art approaches in the three indicators. From top 1 to top 3, our approach performs particularly well, which proves that our approach always puts the APIs required by users in front. This is very important for a recommendation algorithm.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the performance of the FBR algorithm is very poor. Part of the reason is that the objects and verbs extracted from short texts such as...
description information are difficult to describe the functions of the API clearly, and the vector representations of its functions are likely to be inaccurate. For similarity is extracted from inaccurate function information, the result is very unreliable naturally. ABR-LDA algorithm uses the LDA algorithm based on the bag-of-words model, which only focuses on the similarity between texts. Therefore, although the semantic information is lost, it performs better than FBR because its judgment on the topics is relatively accurate. However, they are all algorithms looking for similar APIs. Due to the particularity of mashups, two APIs with almost the same functions are often not required, so the performance of this approach is also limited.

Relatively speaking, the approach based on collaborative filtering performs better. Both MBRF and MBR-VSM are recommended based on the similarity of mashups because the similarity between APIs is not a good recommendation basis. Similar APIs are often competitive. For example, when developing a map-related mashup, if you have used the map API provided by Google, you basically do not need to use the map API provided by Baidu. In addition, there are a large number of APIs, but the APIs often used the account for only about 10% of the total. Therefore, similar APIs in a sense do not necessarily mean that they are equally easy to use. It is not difficult to imagine that these recommended algorithms based on API similarity are easy to find an API with similar functions but poor quality according to a popular high-quality API, which is often not what developers want. Therefore, the effects of these two approaches are relatively good. However, like all collaborative filtering approaches, both approaches have the problem of a cold start.

After that, MISR performs best among these approaches because it uses multiple interaction information, so the information of the approach is more sufficient and comprehensive when recommended. MISR not only uses the description information of API but also uses the description information of mashup and then selects the neighbor mashups based on the similarity of mashup’s description texts. At the same time, the interaction matrix of mashups and APIs is also used. What’s more, the interaction information in another sense, the overall popularity of the APIs, is extracted based on the interaction matrix. This information makes its recommendation quality higher, and its approach of extracting text information retains semantic information, which is more advanced.

However, too much information is easy to bring more interference to the approach. In WMD-NV, we did not use many types of interaction information but achieved better results. The NDCG@2, MAP@2, Precision@2, Recall@2, and F1@2 values of the WMD-NV were higher than those of the MISR; these indexes improved by 16.97%, 16.00%, 9.86%, 19.71%, and 13.15% respectively. It is worth noting that although there is no obvious advance between our approach and MISR on Precision@N and Recall@N after the top 10, the effect of our approach is much higher than MISR on NDCG@N and MAP@N as both indicators consider ranking. Figure 5 shows the comparison of our approach with MISR in NDCG@N and MAP@N. This means that our approach always puts users’ required APIs at the forefront. As mentioned earlier, this is very important for recommendation approaches, because users are likely to give up using the recommendation after trying the first few APIs.

We also conducted experiments on the number of neighbors of the mashup; we can see the results in Figure 6. The results show that the number of neighbors has little effect on the performance of WMD-NV. It shows that our approach has certain stability on the change of parameters, and experiments in other parameters also show this conclusion. In total, the approach performs the best result when the number of neighbors is 50.

5.6. Threats to Validity. Some potential factors may threaten the validity of our work, and we discuss them in the following.

Internal threats to validity: internal threats mainly focus on whether the conclusion of the experiment itself has a causal relationship with the experimental process. In our experiment, the main internal threats to validity lie in evaluation criteria and data sets.

At present, there is no suitable evaluation data set, and there is a lack of a recognized evaluation approach to evaluate the effect of the APIs recommendation system. In this
In our experiment, we use the data crawled down from the ProgrammableWeb as the real-world data set. For our approach, it is a great challenge to consider all possible real scenarios. Because the input of our approach is the description texts of the mashup, users must edit the texts themselves before using our approach. The problem is that everyone’s writing style and language level are different, and the input text information will have many differences. The two texts expressing the same meaning may look very different. These different words will have a great impact on the results. Nevertheless, the description information set on the ProgrammableWeb is already the most comprehensive data set that can be found. ProgrammableWeb stores the world’s largest Web API directory, as well as the most mashup information. More than 1000 companies and individuals are using the data on the ProgrammableWeb. It is the first source of API information collected by the news, white papers, and various related papers. Therefore, we have reason to believe that our data set is reliable enough.
6. Discussion

In this paper, we propose a hybrid Web Service recommendation approach called WMD-NV, which integrates mashup description text information and mashup-API interaction matrix. The goal of the approach is to recommend APIs that mashup developers may use. We model the mashup and API information, overlay the vector representations of the mashups into one feature vector, and maximize the list of APIs that may be used by the target mashup. Among the three indicators, our approach performs well and is better than several existing state of the art. Moreover, among the recommended top 3 indicators, it is far better than other approaches, which proves that our approach can not only recommend the APIs required by developers but also rank them at the forefront. These are due to the strategy of superimposing vectors, which makes the APIs used many times (usually means better) gain more weight, so they can get a higher ranking.

The future work may be improved in the following aspects. For example, API version iteration will lead to great changes in API performance indicators and usage approaches, which is not considered in our approach. In addition, for the similarity between mashups, we are only limited to the similarity of description texts. There are other indicators that can be considered, such as tag and function.
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